FOREWORD

Special Section on Frontiers of Internet of Things

Internet of Things (IoT) originally refers to the possibility of discovering information about a tagged object by browsing an Internet address or database entry that corresponds to a particular RFID tag. Now, it is extended to the general idea of things, especially everyday objects, those are readable, recognizable, locatable, addressable, and/or controllable. These objects or things may be equipped with devices to allow people and things to be connected anytime and anywhere, with anything and anyone. IoT covers a wide range of technologies including tagging, sensing, networking, computing, storage, and control, which together build feasible complex cyber physical and social systems. Because of such reasons, a special section was planned to further promote research and development of frontiers of IoT technologies.

After the open call for papers, the editorial committee received a total of 18 papers (including 2 letters). It is extremely difficult to select because there were many excellent and interesting submissions. Through a careful reviewing process in which each paper was rigorously reviewed by at least two professional reviewers, finally the editorial committee accepted 8 papers. In addition, we invited 3 leading researchers to contribute invited papers.

This special section is the result of hard and excellent work of many professional reviewers. We would like to express our sincere appreciation to all authors for their valuable contributions.
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